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TEXMELUCAN ZAPOTEC SUPRASEGMENTAL PHONOLOGY 1 
Charles H. Speck 
O. Introduction 
l. Phonological Perturbation 
1.1 Tone Rules 
1.2 Tone Processes 
2. Grammatical Perturbation 
3. Laryngealization 
4. The Effect of Granunatical Perturbation and Laryngealization on the 
Tone Lowering Process 
5. Stress Placement 
0. Speaking of general characteristics of tone languages, William 
S-Y-Wang (1967) points out some basic differences between the types of 
tone found in language areas of the world. Among other things, he notes 
that for some languages tone functions primarily to make lexical distinc-
tions with the Sino Tibetan family being cited as examples of this type. 
For other languages tone functions primarily on the grammatical level. 
Otomanguean languages are cited as examples of this type. In light of 
this fact, it is not surprising that two types of tone perturbation need 
to be distinguished in Texmelucan Zapotec, hereafter referred to as TZ. 2 
The first type I will call Phonological Perturbation. This type consists 
of rules and processes operating in a phonological environment. The 
second type I will call Grammatical Perturbation. This type consists of 
phonological rules applying in gramnatical environments and will be ordered 
along with the other syntactico-phonological rules. I will discuss the 
two types of perturbation in their respective order. I will then move on 
to a discussion of laryngealization and stress. 
l. The four phonemic tones of TZ are high, falling, mid and low. 
These are distinguished by the features [T hi]and [Tlow]. High tone is 
[+Thi, -T low], falling tone isEf.T hi, +T low], mid tone is [-Thi, -T low] 
and low tone is [-Thi, +T low]. All four tones contrast on syllables which 
are [-lar, - check]. Only mid tone and low tone contrast on syllables which 
are [+lar]. Only high tone and low tone contrast on syllables which are 
[+check]. 
taz cup ga' I shado1JJ 
lez opossum gYa•n dish 
bez fo:x: biTz oo:r>nel' post 
bez bee brlh squil'r'e Z 
All four tones involve phonetic contours which can be described with 
reference to three heights. High tone rises from mid to high, the extent 
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of the rise being detennined by the length of the syllable. Low tone 
rises slightly from low, but does not reach mid. 'It has the least contour 
of any of the tones. Falling tone falls from high to mid. Mid tone-falls 
from mid to low. In spite of the fact that the tones are phonetically 
characterized by pitch contours, however, phonological rules and processes 
refer to the tones according to their height. 
_1.1 Seven phonological principles account for all phonologically 
conditioned alternations in TZ. Four of the principles are rules and three 
are processes. All operate above the natural phonemic level. I will 
discuss rules first and then processes. The first rule3 I call progressive 
perturbation. This rule claims that there is a class of morphemes (marked 
with morpheme feature [+P]) which, for reasons other than the phonological 
shape of the morphemes, perturbs the low tone of a following syllable 
which is [-lar, -check] to a falling tone but itself is never progressively 
perturbed. 
R45: PROGRESSIVE PERTURBATION 
V 
-lar 






Since morphemes of this class are never progressively perturbed, the rule 
is not directional. Morphemes which condition perturbation are not limited 
to any particular grammatical category as the following illustrate. 
t ' ' ap gop 
kYup 9op 
' t" ' zu ap gop 
zu kYup 9op 
b) I Y gop 
bl kY gop 
psug yu beel 
kYu psug beel 
gYfkY ru r~spet'+ 
gYfkY yu respet 
four a.1'1Tladi ZZos 
two a.1'1Tladi 1, 1,os 
[ +P] 
be four a.1'1Tladi 1,1,os 
[ +P] 
be tbJo aPl'fladiZZos 




s Zioed he meat 
'lJJho s Zioed meat 
[ +P] 
'lJJiZZ-do you respeot 
[ +P] 
1JJi1,Z-do he respeot 
The first two examples show the effect of two quantifiers on a following 
word with low tone. One is of the class of perturbers and the other is 
not. The second two examples show what happens when two perturbers are 
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in linear sequence with one another. The class of perturbers is charac-
terized by their failure to be progressively perturbed. The third pair 
of examples show that some nouns are perturbers and some are not. The 
fourth pair of examples show that an interrogative pronoun is a perturber. 
And the final examples show that some subject pronouns are perturbers 
but not all. A relatively small percentage of the lexicon conditions 
perturbation. The classification of lexical items by morpheme feature 
[PJ, however, crosscuts distinction by grammatical category. No examples 
of the failure of syllables that are [+lar] or [+check] to undergo the 
change are given because the second rule shows what happens in these cases. 
The second rule may be stated as follows. Low tone of a morpheme with the 
same morpheme feature [+P] becomes high tone in three environments. The 
first environment is when followed by a morpheme that is not checked or 
laryngealized but which has mid tone. The second environment is when 
followed by a checked syllable nucleus with low tone. The third environment 
is when followed by a laryngealized syllable nucleus with low tone. 5 
R46: REGRESSIVE PERTURBATION 1 
C0 [ V -lar 
-check~ 
-T hi 
· -T low 
/. 
C0 ~c~ecd -T hi 
+T low 




psuy gY) nu 
, 
psuy gYt nu 
kl ce' ya - -








quenahed-he fiPe 1JJ1,th wteP 
[+P] 
quenahed-he fiPe 1JJ1,th aaPgo 
[ +P] 
11)1,ZZ-stPike dog me 
[+PJ 










The first three pairs of examples illustrate the operation of the rule on 
words from different granunatical categories. The final two examples show 
the operation of the rule conditioned by [+lar] or [+check] syllable 
nucleus. They also illustrate the situation where the rules are fed by 
R43: CONTRACTION as the following partial derivation sho_ws. 
UF k+dl,ku#br j) 2 6 
R43 kl r brilz 
R46 kf r brilz 
SF kf r bril z 
unZZ-stPike/,;Jou squiPPel 
[ +P] 
Had contraction not taken place, the structural description of the rule 
would not have been met since {1,r-6} 1 2p sub' does not condition the change. 
The final two rules deal with only three morphemes--{+yu} '3p mas•, {J,nyl} 
'3p· fem', and final 'lp pl inc'--and their affect on adjacent morphemes. 
However, because of the high frequency of occurrence of these morphemes 
in language materials and because application of the rules is widespread, 
it would be hard to miss the irregularity produced by the rules in even a 
casual examination of the data. These pronouns differ from the other four 
pronouns in several ways. Of the seven pronouns, only these three are not 
[+PJ. Also only these three are low tone in the bound fonn. Furthennore, 
{~yl} and {+na} stand out in that they condition certain alternations 
involving laryngealization and tone. 
The first of these rules is a type of regressive perturbation conditioned 
by two morphemes only. Low tone of a morpheme whose nucleus is [-lar, 
-check, -PJ becomes mid tone when followed by {.,Lnyl} '3 p fem' or {J.na} 
1 lp pl inc·. 1 







The following data illustrate the operation of this rule. 
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gYldag ' ea?' his yu 
gYldag nY) ea?' he!'S 
gY)dag ' na ea?' OU'l'S 
b1 9 Y yu thi!'sted he 
bTgY nYl thi!'sted she 
bTgY na thi1'sted 1ue 
blez ' waited he yu 
[+P] 
blez nYiT7 waited she 
[+P] 
blez naa waited we 
[ +P]. 
y\ 
sey unaZe his 
senY unaZe he1's 
v-sen unaZe OU'l'S 
The first six examples show the operation of the rule on a noun and then 
on a verb. The next three show that the rule does not affect morphemes 
that are [+PJ. Rather, these morphemes perturb the tones of the pronouns 
by R45: PROGRESSIVE PERTURBATION. The tones are then adjusted according 
to the influence of stress and of laryngealization (discussed in section 
3 below}. The last three examples show that the rule is not blocked 
by MR43: CONTRACTION. It is ordered to precede MR43; however, this is 
merely a consequence of the form of the rule. 
The final rule states that the low tone of an open syllable in a morpheme 
which is [+PJ becomes high tone when followed by {fnyl} '3P fem', {fyu} 
'3p mas', or by {+na} 'lp pl inc'. 
R41: REGRESSIVE PERTURBATION 3 
m h~ ~ [lnw] I --n~m1 
Note that these morphemes always undergo R43: CONTRACTION since the 
syllable is open. The following data illustrate the operation of this 
rule. 
klm wiZZ-hit-he1' (1'esp) 
[ +P J 
kfy wi ZZ-hi t-he 
kfnY 
[ +P J 
wiZZ-hit-she 
[ +P J 
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kfn 7JJi 7:l-hi t-we 
[+PJ 





[ +P J 
't ' gu an ws-bZessed-we 
[ +P J 
The first example in each set of four shows the unperturbed tone of the 
stem. In the following examples of each set, tone has been perturbed by 
R4l. 
1.2 Of the three tone processes operating above the natural phonemic 
level, a good part of the evidence for the first two has already been 
presented in the preceding section (1.1). I first present these two processes 
followed by a discussion of the evidence for them. I then discuss the 
third process. 
The first process states that laryngealization lowers tone. High tone and 
falling tone become mid tone, and mid tone becomes low tone on a laryngealized 
syllable. 
P2: TONE LOWERING ON LARYNGEALIZED VOWELS 
[aT hi]+ [ -T hi ] I V -a. T 1 ow -=-[ +....,1=-a-r ..... J 
Application of this rule is without exception, thus requiring an abstract 
underlying form to be posi·ted on many syllables. When surface tone is mid 
tone, the rule requires that underlying tone be high tone on laryngealized 
syllables. When surface tone is low tone, I posit an underlying mid tone 
on laryngealized syllables. P2 then produces correct surfac~ tone. 
The second process is also tone lowering. Mid tone becomes low tone in a 
checked syllable. 
P3: TONE LOWERING ON CHECKED VOWELS 
[-Thi]+ [+T low] / V 
[+check] 
Again, whenever surface tone is low on a checked syllable, I posit an 
underlying mid tone. Since P3 is not restricted in its application, correct 
surface tone will automatically result. 
Evidence for P2 and P3 and the accompanying analysis for underlying tone 
occur in six parts of the paper. 8 First, in the beginning of section 1., 
I stated that there was no contrast between high tone or falling tone and 
mid tone on laryngealized syllables. I also stated that there was no contrast 
between mid tone and low tone on checked syllables. P2 and P 3 provide a 
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functional explanation for these facts. The reason the language does not 
allow such contrasts is that any such underlying tone would be automatically 
lowered. 
Second, evidence is provided by R45: PROGRESSIVE PERTURBATION. I suggest 
that the reason [+lar] or [+check] syllables never undergo perturbation is 
that they never have an underlying low ~one. Thus, given P2 and P3 and the 
accompanying analysis for underlying tone, R45 can be stated with greater 
generality. 
R45: PROGRESSIVE PERTURBATION 
[ + T hi J / V C 
[+PJ .,__ 
The segment undergoing the change need not be specified [-lar, -check] since 
such segments will never have underlying tone. 
Third, evidence is provided by R46: REGRESSIVE PERTURBATION L Recall 
that syllables that are [-lar, -check, -Thi, -T low] or that are [+lar, 
-Thi, +T low] or that are [+check, -Thi, +T low] condition regressive 
perturbation. I suggest that the reason laryngealized or checked syllables 
with a low tone condition regressive perturbation is that they are under-
lying mid tone, correct surface tone being a result of the tone lowering 
processes. Thus, given the tone-lowering processes and the accompanying 
analysis for underlying tone, R46 can be stated with greater generality. 
R46: REGRESSIVE PERTURBATION 
The conditioning syllable nucleus can be checked, laryngealized or neither. 
Fourth, evidence is provided by R40: REGRESSIVE PERTURBATION 2. Recall 
that syllables with a nucleus that is [+check] or [+lar] do not undergo 
the rule when they would otherwise meet the structural description. Again, 
I suggest that the reason they do not undergo the operation of the rule is 
that they are never underlying low tone. Thus, the rule can be stated 
with greater generality. 
R40: REGRESSIVE PERTURBATION 2. 
[-T low] / __ . C0 n~xi1 
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Rules 40, 45, 46 therefore, require the abstract underlying tone in order 
to operate correctly. Thus, they are ordered before P2 and P3 having an 
antibleeding relationship with them. 
Fifth, the rules of grammatical perturbation provide evidence for the tone 
lowering processes and the accompanying underlying analysis. In the next 
section I show that grammatical perturbation provides the context on which 
P2: TONE LOWERING ON LARYNGEALIZED VOWELS operates. 
Sixth, rules involving alternations in laryngealization provide evidence. 
In section 4. I show that these rules in conjunction with the rules of 
grammatical perturbation provide the context in which the tone lowering 
processes operate. 
In summary, therefore, the two tone l9wering processes and the accompanying 
analysis for underlying tone are defended on the basis of three types of 
evidence. The first type is surface contrast. The second type is the 
requirements of three rules. And the third type is the operation of the 
processes under situations created by the rules of grammatical perturbation 
and laryngealization. 
The final process I present accounts for the neutralization of high tone 
and falling tone in unstressed syllables. 
P4: TONE ADJUSTMENT ON UNSTRESSED VOWELS 
[+Thi] + [-T low]/ V 
[-stress J 
The operation of this rule is seen on morphemes that have undergone R45: 
PROGRESSIVE PERTURBATION. The following partial derivation illustrates 
the operation of this rule. 
UF 
Rl3 
k+y f kyJ,ru#respet 
l , ' , k ylky ru respEt 
R45 gYrkY ru respEt 
P4 gYfkY ru respEt 
wiZZ-do you respect 
[ +P] 
Rl3: STRESS PLACEMENT will be discussed in section 5. 
R45: PROGRESSIVE PERTURBATION causes low tone of the syllable following 
a morpheme which is [+PJ to become falling tone. P4 then causes this 
falling tone to become high tone. 
2. Grammatical perturbation occurs only on adjectives and verbs. 
The principle operating among adjectives is a simple one. Whatever the 
underlying tone of an adjective is, the tone of an adjective in the noun 
phrase is high tone. 
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R7: ADJECTIVAL TONE 
The following examples illustrate the operation of the rule. Underlying 
tone is that in the stative construction. 
lame skinny hot strong 
he is ••• t A ' rlt ' 2Tg ' fert ' IS yu yu yu yu 
•• . person mbekY t f s mbekY rf t mbekY zfg mbekY fert 
••• amadi l lo 9op tr s ' rft ' I ' fert gop gop ;~ I g gop 
•• • f03: be1- tfs be2 rft bez I bez fert 219 
.•• aat bij tfs bij rft bij I bij fert 219 
This rule will be treated as a maj:or rule since its application is widespread. 
I have noticed some exceptions, however, and these will be marked as such 
in the lexicon. The following are exceptions to the rule. 
small thiak 
he is •.. A ' mbat ' pis yu yu 
•• • person mbekY pis mbekY mbat 
•• • amadiZZo ' A gop mbat gop pis 
••• f03! be2 A be2 mbat PIS 
••• aat bij A bi j mbat pis 
Looking at verbs paradigmatically, eleven productive patterns of tone 
perturbation occur. In context all deviation from these patterns are 
~ccounted for by the rules of phonological perturbation. 9 Pattern I, 
illustrated by QQ.., strike. and nurse. is characterized by no tone change. 10 
I. 
do lp strike lp nurse lp 
p gYfkYa d) cica 
H rik9a rd) rcica 
C bfkYa bd) pcica 
u nYgYfkYa ndl ncica 
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N ' I Y' way1 k 2.. wad) 
N+P ' Y' Y' wag I k a wagdl 










bd) r ru 
u nYgYfkY , nYgY) r ru 
N \ I y , ' " way1 k ru way1r 
N+P ' Y' y , wag I k ru wakY) r 
N+U+P wangYf kY ru wankY) r 
Pattern II, illustrated by dress is characterized 

















' , wazu 
waksu 






' ' wazur 
waksur 
























by tone alternations 
An underlying low tone of a verb stem becomes high tone in the first person. 
Patterns III, IV, V illustrated by bend, slio and be angry are characterized 
by tone alternations conditioned by aspect only. 
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III. IV. v. 
bend ili.E. be angry 
lp lp lp 
p " ' ' r f I Ya gaz1 lagYa JO@ 
H "' ' drTI Ya \, 1a9Ya r JOl)a rz1 
C bjol)a brTI Ya ' \, 1a9Ya QUZI 
u " ' ' nJol)a nrf I Ya nYgYaz'i 1a9Ya 
N \ V ~ I wad I Ya ' .. 1a9Ya waJOi:@. waz1 
N+P wa~co~a ' .... I Y' ' ' \, 1a9Ya wagr1 a wagaz1 
N+U+P ' c' ' wanrTI Ya ' ' \, 1a9Ya wan ol)a wangaz 1 
2p 2p 2p 
p "' ' rf I Y ru gaz1 lagY ' JOI) ru ru 
H "' ' drTI Y ru \, lagY ru rJOI) ru rz1 
C b'" ' brTI Y ' ' II. lagY ru JOI) ru ru guz1 
u ", ' nrf I Y , nYgYaz'i lagY , nJol) ru ru ru 
N \ \t I I warflY ru ' ... lagY ru waJOI) ru waz 1 
N+P ' I V' , ' .... I y ' ' ' \, lagY 
, 
wa <COi) ru wagr I ru wagaz 1 ru 
N+U+P ' c' , wanrTI Y ru ' ' \, lagY , wan ol) ru wagaz1 ru 
For verbs of pattern III, underlying low tone of the verb stem becomes 
high tone in P, U.and N. For verbs of pattern IV, underlying mid tone 
becomes high tone in P, U and N. For verbs of pattern V, underlying low 
tone becomes falling tone in P, U and N. 
Patterns VI, VII and VIII are characterized by tone alternations conditioned 
by both aspect and person. These are illustrated by handle, cross and slice. 



























' ' , wagan ru 





























' A I wasug~ 
'.k " ' wa sug~ 





' I psug ru 
. " , nsug ru 
' " , wasug ru 
waksug ru 
' ' , wansug ru 
For verbs of pattern VI, underlying low tone of the verb stem becomes high 
tone in lp and P, U and N. For verbs of pattern VII, underlying mid tone 
becomes high tone in lp and P, U and N. For verbs of pattern VIII, under-
lying low tone becomes falling tone in lp and P, U and N. 
There are several classes of verbs, all having /y/ initial stem, which 
differ from the eight patterns thus far discussed only by undergoing a tone 
change in the habitual fonn also. Pattern IX is characterized by tone 

















' , weeza 
nYgYeza 
' I . I wayez~ 
'V \ I waceeza 






' , weez ru 
nYgYez ru 
' , wayez rpu 
waceez ru 
wanceez ru 
Since the verb stem nucleus of anchor is laryngealized, the underlying 
tone is mid tone. (See section 1.2.) Thus, underlying mid tone becomes 
high in P, H, U and N. 
The last patterns, X and XI, are characterized by tone changes conditioned 
by aspect and person. They differ from verbs of patterns VI and VII only 




H 't, ye~ 
c beta 







't , ye ru 
XI. descend 
lp 







' , , wayup~ 
\ V I I 
wacup~ 







C bet ' gup ' ru ru 
u nYgYet nYgYup I rpu ru 
N ' , t , ' 
, 
' waye ru wayup ru 
N+P wag Yet ' ,v- ' ru wacup ru 
N+U+P ' Y' 
, 
wancup ru wang et ru 
For verbs of pattern X, underlying low tone of the verb stem becomes high 
tone in lp and P, H, U and N. For verbs of pattern XI, underlying mid tone 
becomes high tone in lp and P, H, U and N. 
Before fonnulating the rules, I will discuss tone on verbs with the motion 
auxiliary, on verbs with two syllable stems, on derived verbs, and on 
passive constructions. On verbs with the motion auxiliary {ya,l,.}, tone 
perturbs on the verb stem conditioned by person only. On the auxiliary 
prefix, tone perturbs according to person and aspect. There is no. tone 
change on the verb stem conditioned by aspect. Kill illustrates tone on 
the verbs with the motion auxiliary. 
kill 
lp lp mot aux 
p duta ca tuta 
H rduta rza t uta 
C bduta 9wa tuta 
u nduta nYgYa tuta 
N waduta ' ' tuta waya
N+P wagduta waca tut a 
N+U+P wanduta wanca tuta 








rza tut ' ru ru
C bi) t ' gwa tut ' ru ru 
u nYgYut , nYgYa tut ru ru 
N wut ru ' ' t't , waya u ru 
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waca tut ru 
wanca tut ru 
Thus, the rules are clitic bound, i.e., change in aspect on the motion 
auxiliary will not affect the tone of the stem of the main verb since a 
cHtic boundary intervenes between the motion auxiliary and the stem. 
The significant thing about verbs with two syllable stems is that only 
the first syllable may undergo a gramnatical tone change. Lead is typical 
of verbs of this type. 
lead 
lp 2p 
p ' 6 ' I\ gay~ gayur 
H ' I\ ' 
I\ 
rgayu rgayur 
C bgayu bgayur 
U· ' I\ ' I\ ngayu ngayur 
' ' I\ ' ' I\ N wagay~ wagayur 
N+P ' ' I\ ' ' I\ wagay~ wagayur 
N+U+P ' ' I\ ' ' I\ wangay.!:!_ wangayur 
Similarly with passives, only the passive morpheme {du+} may undergo 
gralllllatical perturbation. The verb stem will always have underlying tone. 















































·" rz 11 r 
wi)r 
nz if r 
3p pass 
duzilnY 
rduz i) nY 
bduz i )nY 
nduzi)nY 
The verb stem of tumble never perturbs. In passive constructions, however, 
tone of the passive morpheme does. The tone of .!?.Y1. perturbs except in 
passive constructions where only the tone of the passive morpheme perturbs. 
Furthennore, granunatical tone on .Q!!l is conditioned by person and aspect. 
However, grammatical tone on the passive is always conditioned by aspect 
only. The analysis, therefore, must reflect the following two generalizations. 
First, within clitic bounds, tone can perturb on only one syllable. If it 
perturbs on the passive morpheme, it cannot perturb on the stem of the main 
verb. Second, tone will always perturb on the leftmost perturbable syllable. 
In the final analysis, it will be seen that all verb stems which are [-Thi, 
-PJ in UF are perturbable. The passive morpheme is perturbable. The motion 
auxiliary is perturbable. The verbalizer is sometimes perturbable. The 
negative is not perturbable. 
Granunatical tone of the verbalizer {a+} is conditioned by aspect only as 
be cold illustrates. 
be cold 
lp 2p 
p gazTIYa gazTIY ' ru 
H razTI Ya razTI Y ru 
C guzTI Ya ' .... , y ' guz I ru 
u nYgYazTI ~~ nYgYazTIY ru 
N wazTI Ya wazTI Y ru 
N+P ' ' .... , y' wagaz I a_ ' ' .... , y ' wagaz I ru 
N+U+P ' ' .... , y' wangaz 1 ~ ' ' .... , y ' wangaz I ru 
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Only the tone of the leftmost perturbable syllable changes in this example; 




p gazeda gazed 
, 
ru 
H razeeda razeed , ru 
C guzeeda guzeed , ru 
u y y, ' , nYgYazeed , n g azeed~ ru 
N wazeeda wazeed ru 
N+P wagazeeda ' ' 'd , wagazee ru 
N+U+P wangazeeda wangazeed ru 
Granunatical perturbation occurs on only the forms one would expect: however, 
in one, or sometimes two (see. be angry) grammatical environments, perturbation 
does not occur on the leftmost perturbable syllable. Be cold shows clearly 
that {a+} 'verbalizer':is perturbable. Tone is perturbed on the verbalizer 
in U and N of be bored. However, it perturbs on the stem of the main verb 
in P. The situation is even more complicated for be angry, where both wazl 
lagYa and waz1 lagYa I ?Jill not be ang-py are acceptable. In the first case 
tone perturbs on {a+} 'verbalizer' and in the second case on {zl#lagY} be 
angry. Thus, while tone may perturb on only one syllable within clitic bounds, 
there are exceptions to the .claim that it will always perturb on the leftmost 
perturbable syllable. One possible solution to the problem would be to break 
up the rule and treat the exceptions in each subpart where they occur. I 
have, however, noticed no exceptions to the rule on passive constructions 
or on verbs with two syllable stems. For these forms, tone perturbs only on 
the leftmost perturbable syllable within the clitic bounds. Since the 
exceptions are rare in the data I have thus far observed and since I have 
studied the speech of only one individual, I leave the problem for further 
investigation. 
The following four rules generate grammatical tone. 
R9: lp SUBJECT TONE ADJUSTMENT 
[:~ h~ + 
r+T hi 1 / +C 0 ____ in l p verb stem 
l:T lowJ LR 
Condition: (1) clitic bound 
(2) can apply only once within clitic boundary 
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RlO: POTENTIAL TONE ADJUSTMENT 
[:i hj + [;i nw] / ~C 0 ---c-R in P, U, N verb stem 
Condition: (1) clitic bound 
(2) can apply only once within clitic boundary 
MRll: H TONE ADJUSTMENT 
[-T hi] + f+T hi 1 / +y __ in H verb stem 
l: T lo~ 
MR12: TONE READJUSTMENT 
[+Thi] + [+T low]/+ --
R9 accounts for alternations conditioned by lp. RlO accounts for alternations 
conditioned by semantic potential and unreal. R9 and RlO are major rules.· 
Thus they capture the generalization that grammatical perturbation is 
regular. Tone always and only perturbs on verb stems in which the nucleus 
of the first syllable is [-Thi, -P]. Furthennore, they reflect the fact 
that the majority of the verbs in the language require both R9 and RlO. 
Those verbs in which perturbation is conditioned by aspect only are marked 
[-R9] in the lexicon. Those verbs in which perturbation is conditioned by 
person only are marked [-RlO]. MRll accounts for alternations conditioned 
by habitual aspect.· MR12 accounts for alternations in which the perturbed 
tone is falling tone not high tone. They are minor: i.e., the alternations 
they account for are not predictable except by reference to ad hoc word class. 
The following table shows which rules are required to produce the tone patterns 







V VI VII VIII IX 
RlO R9 R9 R9 RlO 






Where.ver the same rules are required to produce alternations in different 
classes, the classes differ only in underlying tone. 
The characteri"stics of grammatical perturbation in several ways resemble 
those of progressive perturbation. Tone always perturbs from [..:Thi] to 
[+Thi]. Furthermore, only syllables that are [-P] undergo granmatical 
perturbation. With progressive perturbation, however, only low tone 
perturbs. With grammatical perturbation, low tone and mid tone perturb. 
With progressive perturbation, low tone becomes falling tone. With 
grammatical perturbation, tone is perturbed to either high tone or falling 
tone. Historically, what is now analyzed as grammatical perturbation may 
have once been the automatic result of a principle like R45: PROGRESSIVE 
PERTURBATION conditioned by a full syllable aspect prefix. In TZ {but not 
in Isthmus Zapotec) the aspect prefix has reduced to a consonant. What 
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remains is the effect of this historical morpheme on the verb stem. At 
the present time, however, the differences between grammatical perturbation 
and progressive perturbation are great enough to require the analysis to 
treat them as different principles. 
It is interesting to note that grammatical perturbation does not follow the 
morphology in TZ. Tone does not perturb on each construction in which the 
potential prefix {k+} occurs: P, N+P, N+U+P. It does perturb, however, 
on each construction in which the semantic idea 'potential' is present and 
in which the potential morpheme occurs in other Zapotec dialects: P, N. 
In light of what has already been said about the historical source of 
grammatical perturbation, it would appear that the negative-aspect inter-
relationship that presently exists in TZ does not represent the historical 
pattern. 
3. In discussing alternations involving laryngealization, I first 
present those rules which directly involve tone. I then proceed to rules 
which seem to be grammatically conditioned. In the first rule, a small 
class of morphemes, marked [+L], condition laryngealization in a preceding 
syllable with falling tone. 
R47: REGRESSIVE LARYNGEALIZATION 





I am aware of only four members of this class: {~yi} '3p fem', {,µla} 
'lp pl exc', {~ala} 'before', and {;Lia} 'emphatically'. The following 
data illustrate the operation of this rule. 
t1s yu lame he 
t iTs nYl 'Lame she 
9c.1 ' gl'andfathel' he yu 
guul n Yl gl'andfathel' she 
, I\ 
?vi ZZ- Zead he gayuy 
gayuunY wil,1,-1,ead she 
Since {Jnyi} is [+LJ, it conditions regressive laryngealization. {J.yu} 
does not. The rules of grammatical perturbation feed R47 as the following 
partial derivations show. 
UF 
RlO 
she ?vil,1, sUce 
'g=l=n 'I, k+su y1 
k sug nyl 
she sUced 
',., 1 ... ' gb+su~,y, 
you ?vil,1, sZice 
',.._j_.,.., k+su~ u 
k sug ru 
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MR12 k sug 
,. 
ny1 k sug ru 
R47 k suug nY) 
P2 suug nY) 
SF suug nY) ' nYl psug sug ru 
The second rule states that the same class of morphemes, [+LJ, are laryn-
gealized following a syllable with morpheme feature [+P]. 
R48: PROGRESSIVE LARYNGEALIZATION 
V + (+lar] / V C0 
[+L] [+P] ~~ 




"\ I I 
JO W yu 
3p fem 
jo' w nYiT 
Most verbs which condition ~rogressive perturbat:ion and progressive laryn-
gealization are marked [+P] in the lexicon. However, there is a small 
class of verbs in which tone does not perturb grarmnatically, but in which 
in exactly those environments where one expects granmatical perturbation, 
the feature [+P] is acquired. Note thirst. 
thirst 
3p fem 
p kW)gY nYiT 
H rblgY nY) 
C b)gY nYl 
u mblgY nYi.T 
N wab)gY nYiT 
N+P wakW)gY nY) 
N+U+P wankW)gY nY) 
The following rule expresses this principle. 
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MRS: PERTURBER ADJUSTMENT 
V -+- [ +PJ / in P, U, N 
The fourth rule perfonns the same function as tone lowering. TZ does not 
allow high tone on laryngealized syllables. One way that this comes about 
~s shown earlier is through tone lowering. Another way is by vowels losing 
their laryngealization on syllables with high tone. 
Rl5: LARYNGEAL REDUCTION 
V -+- [-lar] / ...,,......,.......-.-=-
r+T hi 1 
l: T lowJ 
This rule is fed by grammatical perturbation on adjectives. 
' b ' gaay yah 
byah 9ay 
kaas ma 
bTI Y kas 
five trips 
trip fifth 
it (animaZ) is bZaak 
bZaak snake 
The adjective of the second member of each pair of examples loses its 
laryngealization due to its tone having been perturbed by R7: ADJECTIVAL 
TONE. 
In some cases Rl5 is fed by grammatical perturbation on verbs. Anchor 
illustrates this case. 
anchor 
lp 2p 
p ceza V' ' cez ru 
H ' ' ' ' rzeza rzez ru 
C ' ' ' ' weezra weez ru 
u n Yg Yeza n YgYez , ru 
N ' ' ' ' ' , wayeza wayez ru 
N+P 'kc ' • wakceez 
, 
wa eeza ru 
N+U+P ' c ' ' \ V \ ' wan eeza wanceez ru 
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The patterns of laryngealization, however, do not always follow from the 











P 'k' rt E. 
H drfka 
C brf ka 
u nrf ka 
N warfka 
N+p ' 'k' wagr1 E. 









rbl k ru 
bri) k ru 
mbf k ru 



















' I waz1 
waksf 
' I wans1 
2p 
' ' go nur 
' ' ro nur 
bee nur 
' ' wo nur 
' ' ' wago nur 





. " WI Ir 
nziTr 
' , waz1r 
waksi l r 
' . " wans1 1 r 
Catch suggests a need for a rule laryngealizing second and third person 
unreal. 
MR16: U-LARYNGEALIZATION 
V + [+lar] / in {2p, 3p}, U verb stem 
Give suggests a need for a rule laryngealizing second and third person 
completive. 
MR17: C-LARYNGEALIZATION 
V + [+lar] / in {2p, 3p}, C verb stem. 
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Relate requires application of both rules. The analysis I suggest for~ 




H rduz i )nY 
C bduz i) n y 
u nduz i) n y 
N waduz i) nY 
B+P wakduzi)nY 
N+U+P wanduz i) nY 
The tone of the base form is grammatically perturbed by R9 and RlO. 
Laryngealization is then lost on the perturbed forms by RlS. Then the 
second and third person unreal is laryngealized by MR16. Tone lowering, 
P2, follows. Thus, all the fonns in the active paradigm of~ are 
accounted for. My reason for choosing this analysis is that the analysis 
claims that the parallel between granvnatical pertu·rbation and laryngeali-
zation is not just coincidental but the same principle is operating in~ 
as is operating in anchor and in adjectives. The rule laryngealizing 
second and third person unreal is needed independently of the suggested 
analysis for~ in any case. The pattern illustrated by~ seems to be 
the most common one among verbs with alternations involvin~aryngealization. 




p loo kor 
H rloo rboor 
C bloc bloor 
u nloo mboor 
N waloo wabor 
N+P wag loo wakoor 
N+U+P wan loo wankoor 
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This pattern suggests the need for a rule laryngealizing lp stem. 
MR18: lp-LARYNGEALIZATION 
V -+ [+lar] / in lp stem 
The underlying fonn for the stem of remove is {loo}. Tone of the base fonn 
is granunatically perturbed by R9 and RlO. Laryngealization is then lost 
on the perturbed fonns by Rl5. The stem is then laryngealized in the lp 
and in the U by MR16 and MR18. Tone lowering, P2, follows. Thus, all the 
forms of remove are accounted for. Like the rules of gra11111atical perturbation, 
therefore, gra11111atical rules of laryngealization are seen to be conditioned 
by person and aspect. 
The final rule of this section accounts for the fact that the verb stem often 
becomes laryngealized in the causative. 













" , , 
JOI) ru 
' , gaz ru 
C8z rU 
Y,v , g ac der 
"I b I JI ru 
caus 
- , gaas ru 
V - I coon ru 
gaaz ru 
V - I seez ru 
caac ru 
citb ru 
4. The rules presented in the last two sections have been seen to 
feed and bleed P2: TONE LOWERING ON LARYNGEALIZED VOWELS. Before contin-
uing, I make explicit the relationship of these rules to P2. Rl5: 
LARYNGEAL REDUCTION bleeds P2. However, the situation in which P2 applies 
is created by granunatical rules in three ways. First, it is created by 
tone adjustment rules (R9-Rl2) operating on underlying stems with laryn-
gealized nuclei which are exceptional with respect to Rl5. The partial 
derivation of guur you bJiU Zie illustrates thi.s situation. Second, it is 
created by tone adjustment rules in conjunction with MR16: U-LARYNGEALIZATION 
of MR18: lp-LARYNGEALIZATION. The partial derivations of nYgYoor you shoul,d 
"have g:round and nziTr you should "have bought illustrate this situation. 
Third, it is created by MR17: C-LARYNGEALIZATION acting on forms on which 
the tone is not granunatically perturbed. The partial derivation of goor 








you witt tie 
k+guua1-r.u 







ngy o ru 




. ' , ngy z 11 ru 
' , ngy z I ru 




. - , 
gb oo ru 
' goor 
Thus, rules of granunatical perturbation and laryngealization provide evidence 
for the tone lowering processes by creating. the situation in which they apply. 
5. In polysyllabic morphemes stress is always stem final. 
Rl3: STRESS PLACEMENT 





you wi ti tead 
etephant (lit. gran bestia) 
story (from r i i J word and too head) 
FOOTNOiTfS 
1This paper is section 2.3 of my 1978 University of North Dakota M.A. thesis 
entitled The Phonology of Texmelucan Zapotec Verb Irregularity. The theore-
tical framework within which the paper is written is that of Stampe's natural 
phonology. The phonemic transcription is self-explanatory with one exception. 
In Texmelucan Zapotec, there is contrast between an unmodified syllable 
nucleus~ a glottalized syllable nucleus and a larynqealized s~llable nucleus. 
The glottalized nucleus I indicate with vowel feature [+checkJ and I write 
V'. The laryngealized nucleus I indicate with the vowel feature [+lar] and 
I write VV. Note the contrast in the following words: za lard, za' aorn on 
the dOb s zaa beans 9 yU dirt· 9 YU I house 9 YU U CCJ:PgO • 
2 For a history of early work on Zapotec tone morphophonemics see Leal {1950). 
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3The first of the seven principles is numbered R45 confonning to the numbering 
of rules which have been discussed in earlier sections of the thesis even 
though the rules are not presented here. The same is true of the numbering 
of processes. · 
~stress is always stem final (section 5.) and falling tone becomes high 
tone on an unstressed syllable (section 1.2). 
5John Daly has pointed out that there is a symnetry between R45 and R46, both 
in tenns of the feature [+P]and in tenns of the way in which laryngealization 
affects the rule, which suggests that at least historically, they were 
reflexes of the same principle. This principle looks something like the 
following: 
~








[+syl J [ +cons t +T hi 
l 2 
[ +syl 1 +T hij 
3 
The rule states that the feature [+Thi] moves over onto a following syllable 
(the exact conditions under which this happens are not clear) leaving [-Thi] 
in its place. R45: PROGRESSIVE PERTURBATION is an expression of this 
principle for the situation where the second syllable has low tone; high tone 
or falling tone. R46: REGRESSIVE PERTURBATION.l is an expression of the 
principle for the situation where the second syllable is mid tone. Mid tone 
blocks the application of the rule. Thus. the feature [+Thi] occurs in a 
place in which it would never otherwise occur: on the syllable on which it 
occurs in the underlying fonn. For a similar rule in another Otomanguean 
language see Daly 1973:82. 
There are several facts about the language which may at least in part be a 
result of this principle. First, almost all morphemes which are [+PJ are 
underlying low tone. Second, underlying high tone is relatively rare on 
native morphemes, but almost all single syllable Spanish loans are [+Thi]. 
Third, for two syllable morphemes, low tone always occurs on the first 
syllable. Fourth, gra11111atical perturbation is· always from underlying [-Thi] 
to [ +T hi]. 
The above principle does not work in the synchronic analysis of TZ for 
several reasons. First, there are a few morphemes which a.re [ +P] with high 
tone. These morphemes condition progressive perturbation without losing 
the [+Thi] feature so that the above principle does not work. Second, I 
am unable to explain derived [+Thi] of the verb as coming from the above 
principle or as affecting adjacent morphemes in a way in which the principle 
would suggest. For some verbs an underlying mid tone is perturbed to high 
tone and for others to falling tone. In the next section (1.2) I present 
the rules of grammatical perturbation. Third, single syllable Spanish loans 
are always [+Thi] on the surface. I take them to be [+Thi] in the UF. 
Yet they are all [-P]. I suspect that the fact that they are [+Thi] is 
a result.of high pitch on the stressed syllable in Spanish. The fact that 
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they are [-P] I take as an indication that the above principle was no 
longer productive in i"ts his·torical fonn at the time when the loans came 
into the language. If it had been, this [+Thi] should move over onto an 
appropriate following syllable. Fourth, there are morphemes with high tone 
that are [-p]. As I have already stated, these morphemes are rare in 
native words. 
The difference between the above rule and the analysis presented in this 
section is that in the case of the latter; I do not ascribe underlying 
[+Thi] to the perturber and claim that this is the source of progressive 
perturbation. Rather, I claim that the classification of lexical items 
by [P] is purely ad hoc. 
6This UF will be modified slightly in the next section. 
7The laryngealization of {+nyl} and {=r=na} will be discussed in section 3. 
8Referring, of course, to the entire thesis. 
9This fact was pointed out to me by John Alsop for Isthmus Zapotec before 
I ever started working on tone. His analysis of Isthmus Zapotec tone 
perturbation· (unpublished) was an important breakthrough in understanding 
Zapotec tone alternations and was of considerable help to me in working 
with TZ. 
10 1 have no examples of verbs of this class with mid tone. The abbreviations 
used in verb paradigms are P 'potential 1, H 'habitual', C 'completive•, 
U 'unreal', N 'negative', lp 'first person singular, 2p second person. 
There is a skewing between form and meaning in negative-aspect sequential 
limitations which is discussed in section 2.1.2 of my thesis. 
11Underlying tone is that of the second person completive. Again, I have 
no examples of verbs of this class with underlying mid tone. There are 
also no examples of underlying [-T hil1becoming falling tone conditioned 
by person only. ·· · 
12Two words, .92...1. and grind, each have laryngealization in forms other 
than those represented in the examples. However, their irregularity 1s 
unique, occurring in only single words. I have therefore excluded them 
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